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 1. What kind of exercise do you do to 
stay fit? Do you enjoy running? Yoga?

 2. How do you feel after you 
have exercised?

 3. Have you or has someone you know 
ever had an injury as a result of 
exercise? Explain your answer.

FOCUS

Contortion artists perform 
during a Cirque du Soleil 
show in Madrid, Spain.

3
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 Academic Vocabulary

to collapse
distinct
fundamental

impact
reinforced
terrain

to trace
to transfer

Multiword Vocabulary

to be known for
to have an advantage over
in an effort to
in shape

in the first place
not . . . at all
on the market
over the years

Reading Preview

 Preview. Look at the photos on pages 6–8 and 
read their captions. Then discuss the following 
questions with a partner or in a small group.

 1. Does anything surprise you about how these 
runners are dressed? Explain your answer.

 2. How are the shoes in the photos different?

 3. How far do you think you could run in the 
Tarahumara shoes?

 Topic vocabulary. The following words appear 
in Reading 1. Look at the words and answer the 
questions with a partner.

absorb

arch

athlete

barefoot

distance

force

heel

marathon

motion

sole

stride

 1. Which words refer to parts of the foot?

 2. Which words are related to running?

 3. Which words are connected to movement 
and energy?

 Predict. What do you think this reading will 
be about? Discuss each word in Exercise B and 
predict how it may relate to the reading.

READING 1

Millions of people around the 
world run for exercise. Do you 
know what kinds of shoes are 
best for running? You may be 
surprised by the answer.

4 UNIT ONE The Body in Motion
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A runner on a trail in the 
Grand Canyon, Arizona, USA
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A NATURAL WAY TO RUNREADING 1

Everyone knows that running is a good way 
to stay in shape. The simplicity of running 
appeals to many people. You don’t need a 

lot of complicated or expensive equipment; you 
just need a good pair of running shoes. Well, that 
idea is changing. Some researchers suggest that 
perhaps you do not need shoes at all.

This is not a surprise to the Tarahumara 
Indians, who live in northwestern Mexico. The 
rough terrain in their area makes it easier to travel 
on foot than by horse or by car. Traditionally, 
the Tarahumara were hunters. They followed 
their prey1 over long distances, sometimes for 
days, until the animals became exhausted and 

1

2

1 prey: animals that are hunted

6 UNIT ONE The Body in Motion
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collapsed. As a result, for the Tarahumara, run-
ning very long distances became part of daily life. 
They are known for their endurance, running 
races of 50 miles  (80 kilometers) or longer. When 
Tarahumara athletes ran in the marathon at the 
1968 Olympics, they did not understand that the 
race was over after only 26.2 miles, so they kept 
running. “Too short. Too short,” they complained.

But here is the amazing part: Tarahumara 
runners don’t wear running shoes. Tarahumara 
shoes are very simple. The sole is a piece of 
rubber held to the foot with homemade straps. 
These rubber soles protect against sharp objects, 
but they don’t provide any support or cushioning.

How is it possible that some of the best 
runners in the world don’t wear running shoes? 

3

4

Scientific studies are beginning to point to some-
thing the Tarahumara have known for centuries: 
Human beings are built for running barefoot. In 
a recent study, researchers used a video camera 
to examine how athletes run when they are bare-
foot. The study revealed that barefoot runners 
land on the middle of their foot. When they do 
this, the arch of the foot absorbs the impact. Then 
that force is redirected back up through the leg.

As we look at the side view of a barefoot 
runner, we can begin to understand why this 
makes sense. The natural, barefoot stride has 
two distinct advantages over running in shoes. 
First, the raised arch is the foot’s natural shock 
absorber.2 As the force of impact drives the foot 
toward the ground, the arch flattens and expands. 
It absorbs the energy of impact. Second, as the foot 
leaves the ground, that energy travels back up the 
leg. This helps the leg move upward into the next 
step. One way to understand this is to imagine 
the arch as a trampoline: The downward motion 
is redirected into an upward force, increasing the 
runner’s speed and efficiency (see Figure 1).

5

2 shock absorber: a piece of equipment, usually on a 
car, that makes it more comfortable to travel over a 
bumpy surface

FORCE

Figure 1. Downward Motion Leads to Upward Force
Tarahumarans running in 
simple rubber-soled shoes

MOTION

trampoline

A Natural Way to Run 7
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The researchers also analyzed running with 
shoes. The study showed that runners in shoes 
usually land on their heels instead of the middle 
of their feet (see Figure 2). This creates two prob-
lems. First, the force of impact is not transferred 
into the upward leg as part of the motion of 
running. In fact, the heel acts like a brake, which 
slows the runner down. The second, more serious 
problem is that most of the energy is absorbed 
by the heel, which is not designed to handle this 
force. Various running injuries to the knee, calf, 
and foot can be traced to this repeated impact.

6

In an effort to prevent these 
common injuries, over the years shoe 
companies have designed special 
running shoes to reduce the impact 
of running and protect the heel. Many 
of these shoes have higher heels that 
are reinforced with air pockets, gel, 
or dense material that absorbs the 
impact to the heel. Unfortunately, 
recent research suggests that these 
shoes also encourage runners to land 
on their heels, which is what causes 
injuries in the first place.

In response to this more recent 
research, shoe companies have 
started to reconsider the fundamental 

design of running shoes. Walk into a sporting 
goods store today, and you will find sections that 
are devoted to “minimalist”3 shoes. With a thin 
sole and heel, they are designed to encourage 
a runner’s natural stride. In other words, they 
are shoes that feel like no shoes. The increasing 
number of these shoes on the market is evidence 
of this new trend. It is clear that shoe companies 
and runners are beginning to accept the wisdom 
of the Tarahumara—barefoot may be best.

7

8

3 minimalist: using the simplest form or structure

Figure 2. Comparison of Two Running Strides

Landing on the heel Landing on the midfoot

Running shoe with 
gel-padded heel

Minimalist foot-like running shoe

8 UNIT ONE The Body in Motion
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READING COMPREHENSION
Big Picture

 Read the following statements. Check (✓) the four statements that express the main 
ideas of Reading 1.

   1. Some of the world’s best endurance runners do not wear running shoes.

   2. Landing on your heels can slow you down and cause injury.

   3. The arch is the foot’s natural shock absorber.

   4. Shoe companies need to keep up with the latest research on running.

   5. Running barefoot—or almost barefoot—is better for your body.

   6. Higher heels are not the best solution to running injuries.

   7. A natural stride—that is, landing on the middle of the foot—is faster and healthier.

   8. Tarahumara athletes use a piece of rubber with straps as shoes.

 Which statement in Exercise A best expresses the main idea of the whole reading?

Close-Up

 Choose the best answer for each of the following questions. In some cases, two 
answers are correct.

 1. How did the Tarahumara hunt animals?
 a. They shot them from a great distance.
 b. They ran after them for a long distance.
 c. They waited for them to get tired.

 2. What is the purpose of the Tarahumara’s shoes?
 a. Protection from impact
 b. Cultural expression
 c. Protection from rocks or other sharp things

 3. How long was the race that Tarahumara athletes ran in 1968?
 a. 26.2 miles
 b. 50 miles
 c. Hundreds of miles

 4. What part of a barefoot runner’s foot hits the ground first?
 a. The heel
 b. The middle of the foot
 c. The toes

 5. Why is running barefoot superior to running in shoes?
 a. It allows the foot and leg to absorb the impact.
 b. It is more efficient.
 c. It uses more energy.

 6. According to paragraph 5 and Figure 1, how is jumping on a trampoline similar to running?
 a. It is the same motion as running.
 b. Athletes enjoy both activities.
 c. Both actions change a downward force into an upward force.

A Natural Way to Run 9
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 7. What is the effect of landing on your heel?
 a. It slows you down.
 b. It transfers the impact.
 c. It absorbs all of the impact in one small place.

 8. According to the reading, what causes most running injuries?
 a. Sharp objects
 b. Repeated impact
 c. Badly designed shoes

 9. What is the effect of using running shoes with reinforced heels?
 a. They protect runners’ heels from impact.
 b. They encourage runners to land on their heels.
 c. They improve runners’ stride.

 10. What name would you choose if you wanted to sell minimalist shoes?
 a. High-Impact Shoes
 b. Barefoot Shoes
 c. Gel Shoes

 Compare answers to Exercise A with a partner. Explain your answers.

Reading Skill

Connecting Visual Materials to a Text

Understanding illustrations, photos, maps, and other visual materials can help deepen your 
understanding of a text. It is useful to “read” these visual materials before you read the 
text. Then, as you read the text, look for connections to the visuals. See how the visual 
materials explain or illustrate concepts in the text. Taking time to look closely at visual 
materials will improve your comprehension.

 Answer the following questions about the photos and illustrations in Reading 1. Give 
the paragraph numbers.

 1. Look at the photo at the bottom of page 6. What paragraph does it help you understand?  

 2. Look at the photo of the shoes at the bottom of page 8. What paragraphs does it help you 

understand?  

 3. What paragraph does Figure 1 help you understand?  

 4. What paragraph does Figure 2 help you understand?  

 Compare answers to Exercise A with a partner. Then discuss the following questions.

 1. Which visual materials helped you the most in understanding the reading?

 2. Would you be able to understand the reading without them?

 3. If you could add one more photo or illustration to help you understand the reading, what 
would it be?

10 UNIT ONE The Body in Motion
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VOCABULARY PRACTICE
Academic Vocabulary

 Find the words in bold in Reading 1. Use the paragraph numbers to help you. Then use 
the context to help you match each word to its correct definition.

   1. terrain (Par. 2)

   2. collapsed (Par. 2)

   3. impact (Par. 4)

   4. distinct (Par. 5)

   5. transferred (Par. 6)

   6. traced (Par. 6)

   7. reinforced (Par. 7)

   8. fundamental (Par. 8)

a. basic and centrally important

b. made stronger

c. moved from one place to another

d. force

e. fell down suddenly

f. kind of land

g. connected back to

h. clear and easy to notice

 Choose an academic word from Exercise A to complete each of the following sentences.

 1. The   of the falling tree broke the window.

 2. She   her family history all the way to its origins in Ethiopia.

 3. Although there is no signature, the style of the painting is quite  . Experts 
are certain that it is the work of Picasso.

 4. The buildings did not fall in the earthquake because their walls were   
with steel.

 5. The first and most   principle of medicine is not to hurt patients.

 6. Last month he   his savings and checking accounts to a new bank.

 7. A major storm hit the town and many of the older buildings  .

 8. Some cars can be driven on all different kinds of  , from rocky mountains 
to sandy beaches.

A Natural Way to Run 11
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 The words in bold show academic words from Exercise A and words they often appear 
with. Complete the sentences with your own ideas.

 1. He decided to transfer his money  .

 2. You can trace the history of   to  .

 3.   through rough mountain terrain.

 4.   was reinforced with extra wires.

 5.   the impact of the crash.

 6. There is a fundamental difference between   and  .

 7.   several distinct characteristics.

 8.   collapsed under the weight of the snow.

Multiword Vocabulary

 Find the multiword vocabulary in bold in Reading 1. Use the paragraph numbers to 
help you. Then use the context to help you figure out the meaning and match each 
item to the correct definition.

   1. in shape (Par. 1)

   2. not . . . at all (Par. 1)

   3. are known for (Par. 2)

   4. has two distinct advantages over (Par. 5)

   5. in an effort to (Par. 7)

   6. over the years (Par. 7)

   7. in the first place (Par. 7)

   8. on the market (Par. 8)

a. for sale

b. in good health or condition

c. in order to try to

d. in the beginning, in the original situation

e. is better in some specific ways

f. over a period of time

g. are familiar to many people because of

h. not in any way or any form

 Complete the following sentences with the correct multiword vocabulary from 
Exercise A. In some cases, you need to change the word form.

 1. Running   exercising in a gym. It’s cheaper and doesn’t 
require equipment.

 2.  , she has begun to look more and more like her mother.

 3. The house has been   for two years, and it hasn’t sold yet.

 4. There was over a foot of snow in January, but in February, it did   

snow  .

 5. Belize and the Bahamas   for their beautiful beaches 
and spectacular diving.

 6.   reduce pollution, Mexico City does not permit drivers 
to use their cars one day every week.

 7. It’s no surprise that the mayor is in jail. I never trusted him  .

 8. There are many different ways to stay  . Some people 
swim, others play tennis, and some people like to dance.

12 UNIT ONE The Body in Motion
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Use the Vocabulary

 Write answers to the following questions. Use the words in bold in your answers. Then 
share your answers with a partner.

 1. Many people, especially children and teenagers, do not get enough exercise. How can society 
reinforce good habits such as walking instead of driving, and reducing sugar and fat in 
our diets?

 2. What do you do to stay in shape? Has your exercise routine changed over the years?

 3. Do you think some forms of exercise have an advantage over others in helping you stay fit? 
Explain your opinion.

 4. Health experts say that too many people in developed countries are getting fat. In an effort to 
address this problem, many schools do not allow children to buy candy or unhealthy snacks 
and drinks. Do you agree with this policy?

 5. Do you watch sports? Do you think sports such as soccer and baseball have a fundamental 
value? What kind of impact do they have on society? Explain your opinion.

 6. What sports is your country or city best known for?

THINK AND DISCUSS
 Work in a small group. Use the information in the reading and your own ideas to 

discuss the following questions.

 1. Summarize. How have the Tarahumara become such incredible long-distance runners?

 2. Apply knowledge. One running expert suggests this experiment: Find an old video of a runner 
when he or she was a young child running around. It is likely that the child has a natural stride. 
Then watch the runner as an adult. It is likely that the runner has lost the natural stride. Why do 
you think runners often lose the ability to run naturally, as they did when they were children?

 3. Apply knowledge. Try running for a short distance. Which part of your foot do you land on? 
On your heel or the middle of your foot? Then try to change your stride and the part of your 
foot you land on. How easily could you change the way you run?

 4. Predict. Do you think minimalist shoes are just a fashion that will soon pass? Or, do you think 
they will become a common running shoe? Explain your answer.

A Natural Way to Run 13
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Vocabulary Review

 Complete the reading with the vocabulary below 
that you have studied in the unit.

are known for optimal conditions
an extended period of time over the years
have an edge over play a role
in shape positive feedback
motivation to continue rough terrain

If you have ever run or watched a marathon, 

you know it requires considerable endurance to run 

26.2 miles. Some runners give up before the end, 

but others find the  
1

 

running. What can explain this difference? Runners 

from some parts of the world seem to be especially 

good at marathons. For example, athletes who live 

and train at high altitudes generally 

 
2

 other athletes in long-

distance races. Their hearts use oxygen more 

efficiently, so they can run for 

 
3

 without getting tired or 

out of breath.

Kenya and Ethiopia  
4

 

their long-distance runners.  
5

, some of the best marathoners in these 

two nations have come from mountainous regions with  
6

. It seems that 

these are  
7

 for an athlete to build strength and get 

 
8

. Yet, this cannot be the only explanation for the success of these 

athletes. Not all mountainous regions produce long-distance runners. Another reason may be that 

most of these runners have light, thin bodies. Experts believe that this may 

 
9

 in their success in marathons. A final factor may be that they get 

 
10

 from running. Not only do they get financial rewards, but success can 

lead to national popularity in Kenya and Ethiopia.

 Compare answers to Exercise A with a partner. Then discuss the following question.

Which factor do you think is the most important for a runner’s success?

UNIT REVIEW

22 UNIT ONE The Body in Motion
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